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Magneto-hydrodynamic (MHD) Alfvén waves1 have been a focus of laboratory plasma
physics2 and astrophysics3 for over half a century. Their unique nature makes them ideal
energy transporters, and while the solar atmosphere provides preferential conditions for
their existence4, direct detection has proved difficult as a result of their evolving and dynamic
observational signatures. The viability of Alfvén waves as a heating mechanism relies upon
the efficient dissipation and thermalization of the wave energy, with direct evidence
remaining elusive until now. Here we provide the first observational evidence of Alfvén
waves heating chromospheric plasma in a sunspot umbra through the formation of shock
fronts. The magnetic field configuration of the shock environment, alongside the tangential
velocity signatures, distinguish them from conventional umbral flashes5. Observed local
temperature enhancements of 5% are consistent with the dissipation of mode-converted
Alfvén waves driven by upwardly propagating magneto-acoustic oscillations, providing an
unprecedented insight into the behaviour of Alfvén waves in the solar atmosphere and
beyond.
The solar surface hosts a web of diverse magnetic fields, from sunspots exhibiting sizes that dwarf
the Earth, to dynamic bright grains only a few hundred km across. The magnetic nature of the Sun's
atmosphere supports the plethora of MHD wave activity observed in recent years6. Such wave
motion is predominantly generated near the surface of the Sun, with the creation of upwardly
propagating MHD waves providing a conduit for the transportation of heat, from the vast energy
reservoir of the solar photosphere, to the outermost extremities of the multi-million degree corona.
In comparison to other MHD modes, Alfvén waves are the preferred candidates for energy transport
since they do not reflect or dissipate energy freely3. Observational studies have been limited by the
challenging requirements on instrumentation needed to identify the Doppler line-of-sight (LOS)
velocity perturbations and non-thermal broadening associated with Alfvén waves, thus there is only
tentative evidence of their existence within the Sun's magnetized plasma7-9. Given the difficulties
associated with resolving the intrinsic wave signatures, to date there has been no observational
evidence brought forward to verify the dissipative processes associated with Alfvén waves.
Theoretical studies have proposed multiple dissipation methods that would allow the embedded
mechanical energy of Alfvén waves to be converted into localized heat10,11. Unfortunately, most act
on unobservable scales, providing no clear signatures that can be identified with even the largest

current solar telescopes. However,
one distinct mechanism revolves
around the formation of macroscopic
shock fronts, which naturally
manifest as a result of the
propagation of waves through the
solar atmosphere12. Shock behavior
induced by slow magneto-acoustic
waves is ubiquitously observed in
sunspots, manifesting as umbral
flashes5 (UFs), giving rise to notable
periodic intensity and temperature
excursions13. Importantly, from a
theoretical viewpoint, the shock
dissipation of propagating wave
energy also applies to Alfvén
waves14. Here, large-amplitude
linearly-polarized Alfvén waves
induce their own shock fronts15, or
the associated ponderomotive force
of propagating Alfvén waves leads to
the excitation of resonantly shocked
acoustic perturbations16. In this
Letter, we present unique highresolution
observations
and
magnetic
field
extrapolations,
combined with thermal inversions
and MHD wave theory, to provide
first-time evidence of Alfvén wave
dissipation in the form of shock fronts
manifesting close to the umbral
boundary of a sunspot.
Intensity scans of the chromospheric
Ca II 8542 Å spectral line at high
Figure 1: The building blocks of the magnetized solar atmosphere observed spatial (71 km per pixel) and
on 2014 August 24. Co-spatial images revealing the structure of the sunspot at
temporal (5.8 s) resolution were
13:00 UT on 24 August 2014. The lower panel shows the magnitude of the
conducted for a 70 x 70 Mm2 region
photospheric magnetic field from HMI, revealing high umbral field strengths
(colorbar relates to the field strengths in Gauss). The subsequent panel is an
centred around a large sunspot on
image taken from the blue wing of the Ca II 8542 Å spectral line, displaying the
24 August 2014 using the
photospheric representation of the sunspot. Above this is the photospheric
Interferometric
Bidimensional
plasma temperature of the region derived from CAISAR at log (t500nm) ~ -2 (or
17
~250 km above the photosphere), showing the clear temperature distinction
Spectrometer (IBIS) at the Dunn
between the umbra, penumbra and surrounding quiet Sun (colorbar in units of
Solar Telescope. Three-dimensional
Kelvin). The upper panel shows the chromospheric core of the Ca II 8542 Å
values for the vector magnetic field
spectral line, highlighting the strong intensity gradient between the umbra and
penumbra at these heights. In each of these images, the red contours represent are derived through non-linear
the inner and outer boundaries of the plasma-b = 1 region at the height where
force-free extrapolations18 applied to
shocks first begin to manifest (~250 km), where magneto-acoustic and Alfvén
simultaneous
magnetograms
waves can readily convert.
obtained by the Helioseismic and
Magnetic Imager19 (HMI) aboard the Solar Dynamics Observatory spacecraft. The resulting images
(Fig. 1) highlight the connectivity between the magnetic fields and the structuring of the sunspot
atmosphere. Intensity thresholding of running mean subtracted images of the chromospheric umbra
allowed for the identification of 554,792 individual shock signals across the 135 minute duration of
the dataset.

Figure 2: A statistical insight into the magnetic, velocity and occurrence relationships between shock phenomena in a
sunspot umbra. The inclination of the magnetic field as a function of the total magnetic field strength for shock pixels at their point
of formation, where an inclination of 0° represents an upwardly orientated vertical field. The color scheme of the data points
denotes their distance from the centre of the umbral core in Mm (panel a and the LOS velocities of the resultant shock emission
profiles, where positive values represent red-shifted plasma motion away from the observer, while negative values indicate blueshifted plasma towards the observer (panel b). The diameters of the data points in the lower panel represent a visualization of the
relative temperature increases of shocked plasma above their local quiescent background temperatures, where the largest circles
represent significant temperature enhancements (up to a maximum of ~20%) that are synonymous with higher magnetic field
strengths when compared to the smaller temperature enhancements associated with lower magnetic field strengths. The data
points are over-plotted with the probability density function of shock occurrence as a function of the total magnetic field strength.

The sunspot displays a classical structure, providing two preferential locations for plasma shock
formation in the umbra: (1) in the vicinity of strong, vertical magnetic fields near the umbral centreof-mass, and (2) in the presence of weaker, inclined fields towards the outer boundary of the umbra
(Fig. 2). The first population is attributed to UFs, whereby the near-vertical propagation of magnetoacoustic waves across multiple density scale heights promotes their efficient steepening into
shocks20. The second population, whose intensity excursions are formed along inclined magnetic
fields that channel waves almost horizontally (inclinations of approximately 70 - 80 degrees),

Figure 3: A cartoon representation of a sunspot umbral atmosphere demonstrating a variety of shock phenomena. A sideon perspective of a typical sunspot atmosphere, showing magnetic field lines (orange cylinders) anchored into the photospheric
umbra (bottom of image) and expanding laterally as a function of atmospheric height. The light blue annuli highlight the lower and
upper extents of the mode conversion region for the atmospheric heights of interest. The mode conversion region on the left-hand
side portraits a schematic of non-linear Alfvén waves resonantly amplifying magneto-acoustic waves, increasing the shock
formation efficiency in this location. The mode conversion region on the righthand side demonstrates the coupling of upwardly
propagating magneto-acoustic oscillations (the sinusoidal motions) into Alfvén waves (the elliptical structures), which subsequently
develop tangential blue- and red-shifted plasma during the creation of Alfvén shocks. The central portion represents the traditional
creation of UFs that result from the steepening of magneto-acoustic waves as they traverse multiple density scale heights in the
lower solar atmosphere. Image not to scale.

provides the first indication of Alfvén wave shock formation. Alfvén shocks are predicted to form in
regions with high negative Alfvén speed gradients21, which is fulfilled by the volume expansion of
the magnetic field lines and the highly inclined environment in which they exist, hence minimizing
the effects of density stratification and promoting a negative gradient in the associated Alfvén speed.
The extrapolated vector magnetic fields are employed with the complementary CAlcium Inversion
using a Spectral Archive22 (CAISAR) code, producing maps of magnetic and thermal pressure that
are used to establish the physical locations where the ratio of these parameters, the plasma-b,
equals unity (Fig. 1). Here, the plasma-b = 1 region is analogous to the locations where the
characteristic velocities of slow and fast waves are equal. Thus, ubiquitous magneto-acoustic waves
throughout the umbra are capable of converting into Alfvén modes through the process of mode
conversion11,23. This provides a bulk generation of Alfvén waves that can form both Alfvén and
resonantly driven shocks under the correct atmospheric conditions. The magnetic topologies
representative of the outermost boundary of the sunspot umbra provide such an environment where
a steep negative Alfvén speed gradient is encountered by the propagating waves. UF shock
formation in this regime is drastically suppressed due to the heavily inclined magnetic field lines
providing substantially reduced density stratification along the paths of wave propagation.

Examination of the Doppler LOS velocities of the shocked plasma further distinguish between UFs
near the sunspot core and the Alfvén shocks at the periphery of the umbra. The LOS plasma
velocities associated with the UF population are blue-shifted and display characteristic ‘sawtooth'
spectral profiles throughout their temporal evolution, consistent with the established morphology of
UFs24. The second population, which dominates the outer umbral perimeter where the plasma-b
equals unity, displays an intermingling of red- and blue-shifted plasma moving perpendicularly to
the wave vector (Fig. 2) during the onset of plasma shock events. This is in stark contrast to
conventional UFs, and provides further direct evidence of Alfvén shocks, since large velocity
excursions perpendicular to the vector magnetic field are representative of Alfvén waves undergoing
non-linear processes during the creation of shocks21 (Fig. 3). Furthermore, the observed red-shifts
indicate that approximately 70% of the observed shocks are due to the direct steepening of Alfvén
waves, which is depicted in the righthand side of Fig. 3.
Temporal analysis of
the
CAISAR
inversions unveils how
the strong dissipative
thermal effects of the
Alfvén shocks first
appear just above the
temperature minimum
at log (t500nm) – 2
(~250 km above the
solar surface), where
t500nm represents the
optical depth of the
plasma
at
a
wavelength of 500 nm.
4: The distribution of temperature enhancements resulting from Alfvén shocks close
The greatest thermal Figure
to the umbral boundary. The probability density of percentage temperature perturbations derived
perturbations
occur from Alfvén shocks with respect to their average background temperature. The blue dotted line is a
between
optical smoothed fit to the histogram, showing a clear peak at approximately 5%, which equates to the
depths of -5.3 < log conversion of mechanical Alfvén wave flux into thermalized shock energy.
(t500nm) < -4.6 (~750 – 1100 km), corresponding to the low chromosphere25. Through comparison
with the average background temperature, the Alfvén shocks are found to heat the localized plasma
by ~5% (Fig. 4). By comparison, the ubiquitous slow magneto-acoustic shocks (UFs) identified at
the cooler core of the sunspot umbra exhibit temperature increases on the order of 20% (lower panel
of Fig. 2), consistent with previous estimations13.
The wealth of high-resolution data allows for the calculation of the Alfvén wave energy flux that
subsequently steepens into shocks. The energy flux, 𝐸# , of an Alfvén wave can be expressed as,

𝐸# = 𝜌 𝑣 ( 𝑐#
where 𝜌 = 3.57 ± 1.30 x 10-7 kg m-3 is the density found from non-local thermodynamic equilibrium
inversions26, and 𝑐# = 6.2 ± 0.5 km s-1 is the local Alfvén speed computed from the vector magnetic
field extrapolations, with both values computed at the atmospheric height and outer umbral location
synonymous with the Alfvén shock detections (log (t500nm) ~ -5 within the plasma-b = 1 isocontours
in Fig. 1). The calculated Alfvén speed is also consistent with modern statistical seismological
findings27. A velocity amplitude, v = 2.2 ± 0.6 km s-1, is computed from the average absolute velocity
values related to the Alfvén wave population displayed in Fig. 2. These measurements, derived
directly from the observations, output an Alfvén energy flux of 𝐸# = 10.7 ± 5.7 kW m-2. This energy
is substantially less than the 20 kW m-2 observed for upwardly propagating magneto-acoustic waves

generated in photospheric sunspot umbrae28. Such a differential is not unexpected, as only a portion
of the photospheric flux will mode convert into Alfvén waves within the b = 1 layer29. Furthermore,
partially ionized atoms that make up the cool umbral chromosphere will naturally absorb a significant
portion of the available energy through ionization and ion-neutral processes above the temperature
minimum30. Hence, only a fraction of the initial energy will directly contribute to the observed
temperature increase of ~5%, thus remaining consistent with the scenario of magneto-acoustic
mode conversion leading to the steepening of Alfvén waves into shock fronts.
Here, we show the dissipation of chromospheric Alfvén waves into thermal energy for the first time.
We reveal how high-resolution observations provide the direct detection of these signatures, in the
form of identifying the necessary plasma=b = 1 equipartition region and revealing the co-spatial
negative Alfvén speed gradients and associated tangential Doppler velocities synonymous with
Alfvén shock dissipation, to provide first light on an enigmatic problem within astrophysics that has
remained elusive for over half a century. With the viability of Alfvén waves to heat localized plasma
confirmed, future studies can build upon our novel findings and examine the consequences of Alfvén
shocks in greater detail using spectro-polarimetric data and advanced inversion techniques. Looking
further ahead, the capabilities of the upcoming 4m Daniel K. Inouye Solar Telescope, set for first
light in 2019, will unveil the fine structure of these shocks on an unprecedented scale, allowing the
role Alfvén shocks play in global solar atmospheric heating to be fully assessed.
Data Availability
The data used in this paper are from the observing campaign entitled ‘Nanoflare Activity in the Lower
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observations were obtained from the publicly available NASA's Solar Dynamics Observatory
data
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can
be
accessed
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Supplementary Material

1. Observations
The data presented here is an observational sequence obtained during 13:00 - 15:15 UT on 2014
August 24 with the Dunn Solar Telescope at Sacramento Peak, New Mexico. The telescope was
pointed to active region NOAA 12146, positioned at heliocentric co-ordinates (496'', 66''), or
N10W32 in the conventional heliographic co-ordinate system, with exceptional seeing conditions
throughout. The Interferometric BIdimensional SpectrometerS1 (IBIS) was utilized to sample the Ca
II absorption profile at 8542.12 Å with 27 non-equidistant wavelength steps employed (Fig. S1). The
IBIS instrument imaged a 97'' x 97'' (approximately 70 x 70 Mm2) region of the solar disk centred
around a prominent sunspot. A spatial sampling of 0.''098 (71 km) per pixel and temporal cadence
of 5.8 s per full scan were utilized to produce a total of 1336 spectral imaging scans. A whitelight
camera, synchronized with the narrowband channel, was also utilized to enable post-processing of
the narrowband images, alongside the implementation of high-order adaptive opticsS2 to improve
quality.
Data from the Helioseismic
and Magnetic ImagerS3 (HMI),
aboard the Solar Dynamics
ObservatoryS4 (SDO), was
used to provide simultaneous
vector magnetograms of the
region
of
interest.
The
simultaneous Milne-Eddington
vector magnetograms were
retrieved with a time cadence
of 720 s and a two-pixel spatial
resolution of 1.''0 (725 km).
Alongside this, one contextual
HMI 6173 Å continuum image
Figure 1: The spectral profiles associated with quiescent and shocking umbral
plasma. The average quiescent Ca II 8542 Å umbral spectral profile (blue line) captured was acquired, corresponding
by IBIS, over-plotted with the average spectral profile corresponding to pixels
to the beginning of the
demonstrating magneto-acoustic shock behavior (red line), where enhanced blue-shifted
observing run, which was used
emission is clearly evident. The resultant profile, created by subtracting the average
quiescent Ca II 8542 Å umbral spectral profile from the average profile corresponding to for subsequent co-alignment
shock formation is displayed as a black line. What remains is an emission profile that
of the IBIS data set. To this
allows for a clearer estimation of the shock Doppler velocity. The vertical dotted lines
end, a sub-field was extracted
represent the wavelength sampling of IBIS used to cover the Ca II 8542 Å spectral line
out to ± 1.2Å from line core.
from a near-simultaneous HMI
continuum image and co-aligned to the IBIS whitelight channel. Cross-correlation techniques were
used to provide excellent co-alignment accuracy, making pixel-by-pixel comparisons between the
thermal inversions and the non-linear force-free magnetic field extrapolations possible.
2. Magnetic Field Extrapolations
Magnetic field extrapolations were conducted on the outputs of the Very Fast Inversion of the Stokes
VectorS5 (VFISV) algorithm applied to the HMI observations. The resultant heliocentric data was
converted into a heliographic projectionS6, providing magnetic field components parallel, Bx and By,
and perpendicular, Bz, to the solar surface. At this point, a non-linear force-free field extrapolation
codeS7 was employed. The extrapolations were applied to the derived heliographic componentsS8,S9,

producing information related to the vector magnetic field as a function of atmospheric height (Fig.
S2). The final outputs of the extrapolations were converted into key parameters for the present
study, namely the transverse (Btrans) and total (Btot) magnetic field strengths, in addition to the
inclination and azimuth angles, all as a function of atmospheric height.
2A. Validation of the Force-Freeness of the Sunspot Atmosphere
Caveats are often applied to the
outputs (particularly to the strengths
and inclination angles) of non-linear
force-free
magnetic
field
extrapolations
to
account
for
uncertainties arising when the field
lines are extended through the
potentially
volume-filling
chromosphere
and
density
discontinuous transition regionS10. As
the analysis presented here hinges
upon the reliability of non-linear
force-free extrapolations pertaining
to the sunspot umbra, it naturally
becomes a requirement to validate
the
degree
of
force-freeness
embodied
by
the
sunspot
atmosphere.
Recent
investigationsS11
have
demonstrated that sunspot umbral
Figure 2: The magnetic structuring of the 2014 August 24 sunspot
atmospheres, even within the more
atmosphere. A three-dimensional visualization of the extrapolated magnetic field
challenging
confines
of
lines (green contours) as they extend upwards through the solar atmosphere.
Only magnetic field lines that originate within the umbra are displayed to highlight chromospheric layers, are capable of
the magnetic topology intrinsic to the lower atmosphere of the sunspot under
being dominated by force-free
investigation. A chromospheric Ha reference image, obtained with the Hydrogenconditions. However, this has not
Alpha Rapid Dynamics cameraS15 (HARDcam) system, is displayed for
contextual purposes since its field-of-view is larger than that provided by IBIS.
been universally observed across all
The vertical axis is in extrapolated pixels, where 1 pixel corresponds to 362.5 km.
sunspots
studiedS12,
therefore
consideration of each chromospheric sunspot in isolation must be made to verify whether force-free
conditions exist. Here, the plasma is defined as being ‘force-free' when the local magnetic pressure
dominates the plasma pressure, providing b < 1 (see Section 9). To better quantify the degree of
force-freeness for active region NOAA 12146, a vertical current approximation magnetic field
extrapolation codeS13 was used in conjunction with automated feature detection and isolation
softwareS14 applied to complementary Ha observations obtained with the Hydrogen-Alpha Rapid
Dynamics cameraS15 (HARDcam). A reference HARDcam Ha image was utilized as this instrument
provided the largest simultaneous chromospheric field-of-view size of approximately 180'' x 180''
(approximately 130 x 130 Mm2), while still maintaining a diffraction-limited spatial sampling of 0.''109
(80 km) per pixel. This allowed the magnetic field topology to be forward fitted to the identified solar
structures, thus minimising misalignment angles and more accurately representing the true
orientation of the magnetic field in the solar chromosphere. The established median misalignment
angles in two dimensions (µ2 = 5.9°) and three dimensions (µ3 = 10.7°) are consistent with previous
stereoscopic comparisons employing multiple datasets covering a variety of vantage pointsS16 (Fig.
S3). Thus, the resulting topology can be trusted to be an accurate representation of the magnetic
field geometry within the solar chromosphere and beyond.

With the three-dimensional
magnetic field known to a
1500
high degree of precision,
0.96
the degree of force1000
freeness can easily be
0.94
500
modeled. Employing an
0
established
stratified
0
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Misalignment angle µ (deg)
model sunspot umbral
INPUT:
atmosphere (model ‘M')S17,
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pressures
can
be
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present investigation, the
dark umbral core demonstrates mostly force-free (i.e., plasma-b < 1) conditions. This independent
approach verifies the force-freeness of the sunspot umbral atmosphere, thus validating the use of
the non-linear force-free extrapolation codeS7 employed for subsequent study.
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2B. Examination of the Free Energy in Active Region NOAA 12146
Small-scale brightenings within active regions may arise from numerous physical processes
occurring within the solar atmosphere. Of particular note are those related to umbral flashesS18,
umbral/penumbral jetsS19-S22, and reconnection phenomena in the form of microflaresS23,S24.
Therefore, it is important to ensure that the brightenings detected in the sunspot umbra are not
related to jets and/or magnetic reconnection. The spectral signatures associated with the detected
umbral events clearly segregate them from jet and reconnection phenomena (Fig. S5). Very clear
blue-shifted brightenings are observed, with accelerations on the order of »4.40 km s-2. These are
followed by cooling red-shifted plasma falling back towards the solar surface, obeying the

characteristic gravitational acceleration of the Sun (»0.25 km s-2). Such classic `sawtooth' signatures
are consistent with previously observed magneto-acoustic shock phenomenaS25, confirming the
umbral brightenings investigated here represent shocked plasma.
However, in order to more quantifiably exclude reconnection phenomena as a cause of the detected
brightenings, we investigate the free magnetic energy contained within the entire active region. The
free magnetic energy is defined as the excess energy embodied by the magnetic fields, above that
which would be present under the most simplified magnetic configuration (i.e., a completely potential
field). Now that the force-freeness of the sunspot atmosphere has been verified (see Section 2A),
we apply a codeS26 to the extrapolated magnetic fields that is designed to calculate the magnetic
energy and relative magnetic helicity budgets in solar active regions. At the beginning of the time
series, a free magnetic energy of 7.9 ± 0.4 x 1029 erg is calculated, which rises to 8.1 ± 0.5 x 1029
erg at the end of the 135 minute observing sequence. This is also consistent with an independent
measure of the free magnetic energy using vertical current approximation non-linear force-free
magnetic field extrapolationsS13 (Fig. S3). A rise in free energy suggests that the magnetic field is
becoming increasingly non-potential, perhaps due to developing helicity in the corresponding
magnetic loop structures. However, with errors consideredS27, the rise in free energy is relatively
insignificant when compared to the large changes in free magnetic energy leading up to flaring
eventsS28. Importantly, there is no appreciable decline in the total amount of free energy, which
removes widespread reconnection phenomena as a potential cause of the consistently visible
plasma brightenings in the sunspot umbra. Therefore, the clear ‘sawtooth' spectral signatures,
coupled with a consistently measured non-decreasing free magnetic energy, suggests that the
quasi-periodic brightenings observed in the sunspot umbra are a clear manifestation of plasma
shock phenomena.
2C. Preparing the Magnetic Field Extrapolations for Analysis
At this stage, the magnetic maps were interpolated from the HMI spatial sampling onto the IBIS
plate scale. Given the reduced temporal resolution of the HMI data from which the field
extrapolations were derived, each IBIS frame corresponding to a new shock event was associated
with the magnetic field information closest in time. This is an accurate assumption, since an
inspection of the extrapolated fields show minimal structural evolution during the time of the
observations; most likely a result of capturing an inactive sunspot group. The atmospheric height
values of the extrapolations that are of interest for the present study were constrained through
consideration of the IBIS Ca II 8542 Å contribution functionS29, which identifies the formation height
of the line core between 500 – 1500 km. Thus, the extrapolated magnetic field values produced
within the height interval of approximately 360 -1450 km (i.e., four extrapolation elements along the
z-axis), were averaged to form two-dimensional maps of Btot, Btrans, inclination and azimuth angles
best matched to the IBIS observations. The height range used for the averaging is also consistent
with the optical depth-based geometric heights extracted from sunspot model atmospheresS17.
Furthermore, the averaging over 1090 km in atmospheric height is valid due to the extrapolated
fields show minimal geometric changes across this narrow interval.
2D. The Veracity of the Extrapolated Magnetic Field
The results presented in this study are complemented by the identification of the underlying umbral
magnetic field geometry. Therefore, confidence in the applied techniques and resulting outputs is
vital. Initially, it was necessary to confirm that the magnetic fields remain uniform throughout the
time period of the observations, and that no field re-alignments due to, e.g., reconnection events
were taking place, which would add ambiguity to any magnetic field inference. To address this, the
free magnetic energy embodied by the active region was quantified across the duration of the time
series, with a small increase in the free energy observed. An increase in the free magnetic energy
confirms that no discernible macroscopic reconnection events are taking place within the dataset,

highlighting that no dynamic magnetic field evolutions occur within the active region over the period
of observation.

Figure 4: The degree of force-freeness of active region NOAA~12146. Calculations of the plasma-b from the outputs of the
force-fitted magnetic field topologies with minimized misalignment angles (providing the magnetic pressure), and the plasma
pressure inferred from a well-established sunspot model atmosphereS17, plotted as a function of atmospheric height. The individual
data points are colored based upon the local magnetic field strength, as described by the color table in the lower-left quadrant of
the plot. As expected, the strong magnetic field concentrations synonymous with sunspot umbral cores are predominantly forcefree (i.e., plasma-b £ 1) across all atmospheric heights, hence validating the use of non-linear force-free magnetic field
extrapolation codes for active region NOAA 12146.

With no large-scale evolution of the umbral magnetic field confirmed, the application of a non-linear
force-free extrapolation code to photospheric vector magnetogram data provides the most robust
and accurate derivation of the stratified magnetic field geometry currently availableS30. Of particular
importance is the fact that the field exists within locations where the plasma-b < 1, which denotes
an atmospheric region where the Lorentz force is negligible in comparison to the magnetic pressure,
hence allowing the field to be described as force-freeS10,S31-S33. A potential limitation of the methods
applied here revolves around the use of the photospheric vector magnetogram data provided by
SDO/HMI, where not all magnetic fields can be considered force-freeS34-S37. The application of nonlinear force-free field extrapolation codes to regions where the embedded field is not force-free has
the potential to introduce mis-alignments between the extrapolated and real vector fields in the upper
solar atmosphereS38. Fig. S4 indicates that the vast majority of the observed magnetic fields are
force-free in the photosphere, a consequence of the high magnetic field strengths associated with
the umbral core. However, the plasma-b values assigned to the outer sunspot magnetic fields, which
are locations populated by lower magnetic field strength concentrations, are likely to be underestimated due to the use of an umbral core density modelS17 in the calculations. For these locations,
it is probable that the field lines are in fact b ³ 1 in the lower atmosphere, consistent with previous
findingsS39. As a result, it is important to constrain the accuracy of the force-free extrapolations in
light of the lower boundary conditions. This is achieved through the comparison of non-linear forcefree field extrapolations with identified and traced features in high-resolution complementary
chromospheric images (Fig. S3). Such comparisons reveal a three-dimensional mis-alignment
between the observed chromospheric structures and the extrapolated field of ~10.7°, which is
consistent with previous evaluations. A magnetic field mis-alignment of this magnitude further
strengthens the conclusions of this work, since it precludes the possibility that the inclined magnetic

fields near the outer boundary of the chromospheric umbra (which are necessary for the formation
of Alfvén shocks; see Section 4) are mis-construed vertical fields.

Figure 5: The spectral signatures of umbral shock features. A velocity--time graph extracted from IBIS observations of the
sunspot umbral core. Here, the horizontal axis has been converted from IBIS wavelengths into line-of-sight velocity space through
the Doppler wavelength shifts away from the core of the chromospheric Ca II 8542 Å absorption line profiles. The brightnesses
displayed correlate with the intensities of the corresponding Ca II 8542 Å spectral profiles. The left panel displays velocities of ± 30
km s-1 (or ± 0.85 Å), corresponding to the full duration of the time series (135 minutes or 1336 IBIS scans), while the right panel
zooms in to a smaller sub-set for a closer examination of the associated signatures. The red and green lines in the right panel
denote the accelerations associated with the rising (blue-shifted) and falling (red-shifted) plasma, respectively.

The small uncertainties associated with the extrapolated magnetic field mis-alignment angles will
influence the plasma-b contours derived in Section 9 and depicted in Figs.~1 \& S9. However, smallscale fluctuations in the angle (inclination and/or azimuthal) of the embedded magnetic fields will
not affect the conclusions surrounding the mode conversion discussed in Section 4, since the lateral
expansion of the field lines will still introduce a region where coupling between magneto-acoustic
and Alfvén modes will be prevalent. Nevertheless, it is clear that rectifying any magnetic field
ambiguities, no matter how small, will enable future studies to better constrain the underlying plasma
conditions responsible for Alfvén shock formation. Multiple avenues have been proposed to improve
the accuracy of magnetic field extrapolations, including the integration of magneto-static
photospheric modelsS40,S41 with non-linear force-free field extrapolations, the modification and
optimization of the base underlying vector magnetic fieldS42,S43, and in future utilizing chromospheric
magnetograms from full-Stokes measurements of magnetically sensitive lines (e.g., He I 10830
Å)S44,S45 as lower boundary conditions to produce chromospheric and coronal extrapolations of
unparalleled accuracyS46. In future years, a combination of the above proposed methods is likely to
more robustly constrain the vector magnetic field in the solar chromosphere; not just in the umbra,
but also in the surrounding quiet Sun where the magnetic pressure is substantially weaker.
3. Identifying Shock Events
In order to identify the locations of plasma shocks in the umbra, robust techniques were applied to
minimize the number of false detections. These techniques are applicable to all sunspots, and so
are of use to future investigations into shock phenomena. The first step was to isolate the
chromospheric umbra from the penumbra, since the less magnetic penumbra hosts additional
fluctuations that we do not wish to include in the present study, such as penumbral jetsS22 and

running penumbral wavesS47,S48. Simple intensity thresholding at each time step is impractical as it
will exclude any bright flashing pixels contained within the sunspot, since these pixel intensities
would be above the cut-off value used to contour the umbral perimeter. Instead, a time-average
image was created for the entire Ca II 8542 Å core image sequence, which due to the lack of any
change in sunspot structuring, produces an image with a high contrast ratio between the dark umbra
and its immediate surroundings. This image was then manually thresholded to produce an accurate
map defining the umbra/penumbra boundary, which was subsequently employed as a binary mapS49
to extract purely umbral time series for study. Furthermore, manual verifications were made to
ensure that no bright intensity fluctuations were present in the pixels located at the umbra/penumbra
interface throughout the time series. This ensured that all contributions from the penumbra (including
dynamic penumbral events) were excluded from subsequent analysis.
Following the extraction of purely umbral time series, shocks were identified within the observations
using running mean subtracted images of the line coreS51,S52. Subtracting a running mean from the
data allows for greater contrast between the flashes and the background umbra by removing any
transient brightenings present for an interval longer than the flashes occupy, such as umbral dotsS50.
The images taken at the rest wavelength of 8542.12 Å were utilized, and the subtracted mean was
calculated for each time step over ±25 images, corresponding to an approximate 5-minute window.
The only exceptions were the first and last 25 images, where this was impossible. For these images,
we instead subtracted the mean of the first and last 50 images, respectively, in line with previous
studiesS52. This ensures that only impulsive brightenings in the line core are considered for further
study (Fig. S6).

Figure 6: A visualization of statistically detected umbral shock features. Images centered on the sunspot umbra, detailing the
identification of shock events. The left panel is a line core image (taken at 8542.12 Å) and the right panel is the corresponding
running mean subtracted image. Contoured in red is the thresholded region identified as shocks, which is much more apparent in
the running mean subtracted image due to the thorough and robust background intensity renormalization.

An advantage of running mean subtracted images is the normalization of umbral intensities through
the removal of inherent (spatial) intensity gradients from the centre of the umbra outwards. With a
normalized intensity, devoid of the natural umbral intensity structuringS53, it is possible to accurately
detect UFs throughout the umbra by means of intensity thresholding. As the mean-subtracted maps
have an average value of zero, flash pixels were visually assessed to be any umbral pixel in the
mean subtracted maps exhibiting an intensity excursion exceeding 2.7s above zero, where s is the
standard deviation of the mean subtracted map. The selection of a high threshold value ensures
that no magneto-acoustic wave signals are included, as their intensity perturbations of ~10%S54 fall

far below the threshold set for shocks. A high threshold also mitigates any small-scale effects of
photon noise present in the data. The manual identification of a suitable running mean subtracted
intensity threshold also allowed for high number statistics, since arbitrarily selecting a larger value
would naturally exclude weaker shock signals from being included in the study. Using this threshold,
554,792 UF pixels were detected within the 135-minute image sequence, allowing a statistical study
of UF properties to be undertaken with unprecedented number statistics.
The criteria applied here ensure that no penumbral signals, long-term umbral brightenings, or linear
magneto-acoustic waves can be detected. Therefore, the only signals present in this study are nonlinear shock fronts in the impulsive phase of heating where they exhibit clear intensity spikes of at
least 2.7s above the umbral mean.
4. Alfvén Shocks
Alfvén waves are purely incompressible in the linear regime. Indeed, circularly polarized non-linear
Alfvén waves remain incompressible as a result of the strict rotation of the magnetic field vector
around the direction of propagationS55. However, linearly or elliptically polarized Alfvén waves, which
naturally possess fluctuating magnetic field components, lead to density perturbations resulting from
the induced non-linear ponderomotive forces. The non-linear dynamics of finite-amplitude Alfvén
waves propagating along a straight unperturbed magnetic field (Bz) is governed by the derivative
non-linear Schrödinger equationS56,
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where b = B^ / Bz is the relative amplitude of transverse magnetic field perturbations, t = (Bz / B^)2t
is the extended time, Ω: is the ion cyclotron frequency, and 𝛽 ∝ 𝑐>( ⁄𝑐#( is the ratio of the plasma
pressure to the magnetic pressure, where cs and cA are the local sound and Alfvén speeds,
respectively.
When the wave frequency is comparable to the ion-cyclotron frequency, the non-linear steepening
(the second term in Equation 1) can be balanced by the wave dispersion (the third term in Equation
1), producing an Alfvén soliton solutionS57. The plasma conditions necessary for the soliton solution
are found, for example, in the dispersed solar wind. However, in the lower solar atmosphere, the
ion-cyclotron frequency approaches 105 – 106 HzS58, which negates wave dispersion and collapses
the equation describing non-linear Alfvén waves to,
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highlighting the non-linear steepening of Alfvén wavesS59. When the Alfvén speed diverges from the
sound speed (i.e., b ¹ 1), finite-amplitude Alfvén waves become capable of steepening into
shocksS60. This steepening occurs over a wave period when the velocity amplitude becomes
comparable to the Alfvén speed (i.e., b ~ 1).
Preferential conditions for Alfvén shock formation are found near the edge of an expanding magnetic
flux tube, where the magnetic field lines become significantly inclined. Here, the magnetic field
strength is continuously decreasing due to the lateral tube expansion, while the plasma density stays
almost homogeneous, which leads to a negative Alfvén speed gradient. Alfvén wave energy flux in
an expanding magnetic field is ~ A𝜌𝑣 ( 𝐵> 𝐴, where 𝐵> is the magnetic field strength along a particular
field line, s, and A is the cross-sectional area normal to the field line. Continuity of the energy flux
demands that the wave velocity amplitude, v, remains unchanged due to the magnetic flux

conservation, thus ensuring the term 𝐵> 𝐴 remains constant. However, the ratio of the velocity
amplitude to the Alfvén speed can increase and approach unity (b ~ 1) as a result of the negative
Alfvén speed gradient, which leads to the rapid steepening of Alfvén waves into shocksS61.
The dissipation of Alfvén shocks, and the resulting plasma heating, remains an outstanding problem
in solar physics. In the simplest case of a fully ionized plasma, Alfvén shocks are non-dissipative,
since dissipation effects (e.g., viscosity) are neglected by definition. On the other hand, ion-neutral
collisions in partially ionized chromospheric plasmas are likely to assist the dissipation of Alfvén
wave energy into heatS62,S63, though the modeling of such processes for Alfvén shocks is in its
infancy.
The involvement of Alfvén waves in forming shock fronts is not limited to shocks formed from pure
propagating Alfvén modes. When Alfvén waves propagate through a region with b ~ 1, then Equation
2 has a discontinuity, which allows for the resonant coupling of Alfvén and sound waves. Density
perturbations associated with the ponderomotive force then begin to propagate as sound
wavesS64.S65, which may steepen into magneto-acoustic shocks. The amplitudes of density
perturbations are of the second order with regards to Alfvén wave amplitudes. There is, therefore,
two defined scenarios for the formation of shocks in the outer umbra that both involve the presence
of Alfvén waves: (1) Alfvén waves that directly steepen into shock fronts, and (2) sound waves that
resonantly couple into Alfvén waves forming magneto-acoustic UFs in the outer umbra, both of
which are visualized in Fig.~3 of the main text. The percentage of outer umbral shocks that are
associated with each mechanism (Alfvén wave dissipation or resonantly coupled magneto-acoustic
shocks) can be estimated through the investigation of the Doppler velocity signatures related to the
shock fronts, as described in the section below.
5. Doppler Velocity Measurement
When considering Ca II 8542 Å spectral profiles, the line-of-sight (LOS) Doppler velocity is
calculated by measuring the wavelength shift of the line core from its well-defined rest wavelength.
Normally, the line core is defined by fitting a Gaussian to the absorption profile. For shock
phenomena this is not possible, since from inspection of Fig. S1, the core emission of shocks adds
complexity to the overall profile shape. Without proper consideration of this emission, misleading
LOS velocity values can be derived for the shock plasmaS66.
To remedy this issue, resultant emission profiles were created by subtracting the time averaged
profile at each shock location from the shock profiles evident at that moment in time (black line in
Fig. S1). The resultant profiles take the form of emission profiles representing the spectral
characteristics of the shocked plasma at that particular instant. Subsequently, the LOS velocities
are calculated using cumulative distribution functions of intensity against wavelengthS67, where the
line core is defined as the wavelength where 50% of emission has occurred. The robustness of this
method results from no underlying assumptions being made regarding the shape of the spectral
profile, allowing for the determination of the true line core for shocked profiles exhibiting both blueand red-shifted emission. Despite a lack of detailed modeling verifying the accuracy of quartile
analysisS67, it accurately portrays the spot center UFs as only exhibiting blue shifted emission,
consistent with the established picture of UF evolution, and indeed in agreement with Fig. S5. As
such, the cumulative distribution function method can be accurately applied to the shocks identified
in this study in order to determine their intrinsic LOS velocities.
Figs.~2 \& S5 show that the majority of LOS plasma velocities are blue-shifted and display
characteristic `sawtooth' spectral profiles throughout their temporal evolution. This is consistent with
the established morphology of traditional UFs, whereby their initial motion is upwards and in the
direction of wave propagation, before the plasma cools and sinks to it's equilibrium positionS51,S68,S69.
Any appearance of red-shifted velocities during impulsive shock formation must be a signature of

Alfvén shocks, since UFs only exhibit red shifts when the plasma cools, thus the weaker emission
associated with this stage of evolution will prevent the Doppler signatures from being detected by
the thresholding criteria. Furthermore, all optical depth and derived temperature values in this study
are decoupled from the LOS velocity, ensuring that the observed red shifts are not a result of
changes in opacityS70 (see Section 6 below). Approximately 35% of the velocities found in the outer
umbral shock population in Fig.~2 of the main text are positive. Since the velocity amplitudes of the
Alfvén waves will be comprised of an equal number of blue- and red-shifted components, this
provides an estimation of ~70% (i.e., 35% red-shifted combined with their 35% blue-shifted plasma
counterparts) resulting from the presence of Alfvén waves. Therefore, at least ~70% of the shocks
found within the outer umbral region are caused by the direct steepening of Alfvén waves.
6. Temperature Inference Method
The thermal structuring of the imaged region was derived using the CAlcium Inversion using a
Spectral ArchiveS71 (CAISAR) code developed specifically for the Ca II intensity profiles obtained
from IBIS observations. This method assumes a local thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE) atmosphere
and derives the thermal properties through the comparison of the observed profiles to a synthesized
archive encompassing a large variety of temperature perturbationsS72-S74. A first-order correction to
a non-LTE environment has been established and verifiedS75, allowing for accurate chromospheric
temperature differentials to be derived from a corrected LTE framework.

Figure 7: c2 statistics of the CAISAR temperature inversion outputs. A histogram of the measured c2 values (blue bars), overplotted with the cumulative distribution function (black line), which corresponds to a c2 distribution demonstrating 21 degrees of
freedom. Vertical yellow, orange and red lines indicate the average umbral, quiet Sun and flash c2 values, respectively. A vertical
dashed black line links a cumulative distribution function probability of 0.9 to its expected c2 value, in this case P(0.9) ® c2 = 29.61.
The average umbral, quiet Sun and flash c2 measurements are all below P(0.66), indicating robust spectral fitments. Values
beyond c2 = 29.61 would indicate relatively poor spectral fits.

The efficiency of CAISAR allowed for the entire dataset, approximately 109 individual Ca II 8542 Å
profiles, to be inverted in approximately 5 months on a 2.90 GHz Intel Xeon processing cluster
incorporating 32 CPU cores. The output of the code for each of the 1336 spectral scans is a threedimensional cube, comprising of the observational spatial dimensions and 75 points in optical depth
(-6 < log (t500nm) < 0), where t500nm is the optical depth corresponding to a wavelength of 500 nm. A
c2 measurement of fit quality was obtained for each inverted profile, which revealed that reliable fits

were achieved across the entire field-of-view. The c2 values were computed for each spectral fit
according to the relationS76,
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where 𝐼GHI> and 𝐼G are the measured and synthetic intensities, respectively, at each wavelength,
l, while N represents the number of sampled wavelength positions (N = 27; Fig. S1). A histogram
of all measured c2 values (Fig. S7) reveals a clear Poisson-like distribution that is characteristic of
expected discrete variable comparisonsS77. The cumulative distribution function of the c2 histogram
is consistent with a distribution that has 21 degrees of freedom. This agrees with the expected
behavior for the spectral fits. Five fitting parameters, n=5, were used in the generation of the LTE
archive, incorporating global offsets in temperature (1 parameter), the additions of straight lines of
arbitrary slope to the temperature stratifications (1 parameter), and the addition of variable
Gaussians with free parameters in their widths, amplitudes and locations in optical depth (3
parameters)S72. The histogram of the c2 values should therefore correspond to a distribution with
total degrees of freedom, n, equal to n = N - n - 1 = 27 - 5 - 1 = 21.
To further quantify the c2 measurements, a quiescent region away from the sunspot was compared
with the umbra and flash profiles to assess the quality of fit. For the quiet Sun region, c2 » 9.0, with
the umbra and flash locations exhibiting c2 » 7.3 and c2 » 15.2, respectively. Given that the LOS
velocities associated with shocks produce a Doppler-shifted spectral profile (see, e.g., Fig. S1),
higher c2 values for these locations are naturally expected, though overall the measurements show
that the inversion code produces accurate thermal fits irrespective of the underlying solar feature.
This is particularly apparent when considering that the umbral, quiet Sun and flash c2 fit values
demonstrate cumulative distribution function probabilities of 0.20, 0.32 and 0.66, respectively,
showing that the typical spectral fits are accurately constrained by the CAISAR inversion code (see
the vertical yellow, orange and red lines in Fig. S7).
7. Thermal Atmospheric Response to Shocks
In order to study the general thermal perturbations caused by the UFs and Alfvén shocks present in
the data, the thermal response profiles, as a function of optical depth, were averaged across all
detected UF/Alfvén shock pixels. The resulting shock thermal profiles are seen in the left panels of
Fig. S8, alongside quiescent (i.e., non-shocking) umbral temperature profiles corresponding to the
same spatial locations. The deviations of the percentage shock temperatures, with respect to the
local quiescent umbral averages, are seen in the right panels of Fig. S8, which is useful for
investigating the preferential locations of temperature perturbations as a function of optical depth.
The shock profiles conform closely to the average umbral temperatures at higher optical depths (i.e.,
log (t500nm) ® 0), equating to minimal temperature fluctuations at lower, photospheric heights. The
first temperature variations associated with shocked plasma occur at around the location of the
umbral temperature minimum, corresponding to log (t500nm) ~ -2, or an atmospheric height of
approximately 250 km above the photosphere. A significant temperature discrepancy for UFs begins
to appear at log (t500nm) ~ -3, with a 5% increase in temperature from the background quiet umbra.
Again, at optical depths of log (t500nm) ~ -3, the Alfvén shock temperatures begin to deviate from the
local background temperature structuring, albeit with significantly smaller amplitudes on the order
of a fractional percentage increase. As the optical depth continues to decrease, the temperatures
for both UFs and Alfvén shocks continue to separate from their local background mean, with the
largest temperature differentials occurring at log (t500nm) = -4.9 (~16% rise; UFs) and log (t500nm) = 5.1 (~6% rise; Alfvén shocks). From Fig. S8, it is clear that UFs and Alfvén shocks occur at similar
optical depths (predominantly within the interval -5.3 < log (t500nm) < -4.6), yet Alfvén shocks only

produce around one third of the fractional temperature enhancement through wave dissipation that
UFs provide.
The
calculated
temperature differentials
arising between traditional
UFs and Alfvén shocks
can be attributed to the
energetics
of
the
magneto-acoustic waves
driving
the
shock
formation. The inherent
gravity of the Sun ensures
that
only
short
wavelength,
more
energetic
magnetoacoustic
waves
can
propagate along vertical
magnetic
fieldsS78,
whereas the more inclined
fields present in the region
corresponding to Alfvén
shocks allow for the
propagation of longer
wavelength,
less
energetic
magnetoacoustic waves from the
photosphere
into
the
chromosphereS48. Thus,
the
magneto-acoustic
Figure 8: The thermal response of the umbral atmosphere to plasma shocks. The left
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that
mode convert
panels plot the averaged UF (panels a and b and Alfvén shock (panels c and d) temperature
profiles in bold with respect to the logarithm of optical depth, whereas the dot-dashed lines
into Alfvén waves, and
represent the average umbral temperature profiles manifesting in their respective locations.
subsequently steepen into
The right panels illustrate the percentage temperature increases of the UFs (top) and Alfvén
shocks,
provide
less
shocks (bottom) with respect to their local quiescent umbral temperatures as a function of
optical depth (red line), with the standard error at each optical depth visualized as a blue
energy to the overall
shaded region. The vertical dashed lines represent the range of optical depths (-5.3< log
shock front, which leads to
(t500nm) <-4.6) containing a temperature peak for both UFs and Alfvén shock phenomena.
smaller
temperature
perturbations than the more energetic magneto-acoustic shocks present towards the center of the
umbra.
In comparison to the only other example of generalized temperature values derived for UFsS79, we
uncover similar thermal morphologies as a function of optical depth. However, a one-to-one
comparison is limited by the small UF sample contained within the former study and the different
temperature inversion routines employed. The sample size of spectral profiles involved in the
present analysis makes Fig. S8 the most comprehensive insight into UF temperature fluctuations to
date.
From inspection of Fig. S8, a proportion of the relative temperature fluctuations associated with
Alfvén shocks display a reduction in the plasma temperature during the onset of shock dissipation.
Here, the resulting spectral signatures are dominated by the background umbral atmosphere, hence
providing the first imaging evidence of the two-component shock atmosphere model describing the
superposition of quiescent umbral and shocked plasma spectral profiles, which have previously only
been detected in magnetically sensitive Stokes-V signalsS80-S82.

The average temperature fluctuations intrinsic to UFs and Alfvén shocks are a valuable tool for
defining optical depths of interest for further study. Due to the inverted temperature values being a
function of optical depth, it is impractical and imprecise to select a single optical depth for
subsequent study, especially since UF and Alfvén shock temperature enhancements span a broad
range of optical depths (Fig. S8). Therefore, a range of log (t500nm) values were selected to ensure
adequate temperature fluctuation coverage, spanning a range of -5.3 < log (t500nm) < -4.6, which
encompasses the optical depths where the largest percentage deviations in temperatures from the
quiescent local umbral means are seen for both UFs (log (t500nm) = -4.9) and Alfvén shocks (log
(t500nm) = -5.1). Temperature fluctuations extracted from within this range of optical depth values are
employed for Figs. 2 & 4 in the main text.
Variations in the geometric formation height of shocks can also be seen through estimates made
from the observed data in this study. Applying the optical depths where temperature enhancements
begin to manifest in Fig. S8 (log (t500nm) ~ -2) to sunspot model atmospheresS17 produces an
estimated column height beginning at ~250 km, and stretching to ~1100 km where the peak
percentage temperature perturbations from the mean occur (log (t500nm) ~ -4.9). This can be
favorably compared to recent modeling workS83,S84, which saw evidence of temperature
enhancements manifesting at heights of approximately 700 km and 400 km above the solar surface.
Furthermore, this is also consistent with the IBIS contribution function for the Ca II 8542 Å line
coreS29 where significant shock activity is observed. There is, therefore, a consensus on the general
region where these shocks are forming. However, the exact heights observed cannot be deduced
until the field of 3D MHD modeling of sunspots advances to a stage where the observational
parameters can be directly compared.
8. Establishing the Local Plasma Density
We employed the Non-LTE Inversion Code using the Lorien EngineS85 (NICOLE) to infer the
approximate physical conditions in the atmosphere at each spatial location. This technique, applied
to a selection of 200 shocking umbral pixels captured in the Ca II 8542 Å infrared line, has been
tested extensively against the most realistic chromospheric simulationsS86. The non-LTE inversions
with NICOLE require several seconds per profile, and thus could not be run over all of the 109
sampled Ca II 8542 Å spectra in a reasonable time. The model atom considers 5 bound levels plus
the Ca II continuum, treated in complete angle and frequency redistribution. Inside each pixel, the
atmosphere is considered homogeneous and infinite in the horizontal direction.
The synthetic profiles are computed on a wavelength grid much finer than the observations, in order
to allow for a proper treatment of frequency redistribution and spectral broadening due to the
instrumental profile. However, only those points at the observed wavelengths are considered in the
comparison to the observations. The rest of the synthetic profile samples have zero weight in the c2
merit function.
In order to reproduce the rich structure of the chromospheric Ca II 8542 Å line cores in the
observations, the code is run with a large number of nodes (most notably 11 in temperature and 8
in line-of-sight velocity). Instabilities are avoided by using a regularization scheme that penalizes
any departures from smooth solutions. The penalization is included as an extra term in the merit
function, weighted by a parameter that controls the regularization strength. This sets the balance
between smoothness and the goodness-of-fit. In practice, the parameter is chosen so that the
regularization term always remains at least an order-of-magnitude smaller than the total c2. The
resulting average sunspot umbral density, r = 3.57 ± 1.30 x 10-7 kg m-3, corresponding to the peak
of the Ca II 8542 Å contribution function, is consistent with the region where maximum shockinduced temperature perturbations are found (-5.3 < log (t500nm) < -4.6), agreeing with the empirical

model atmospheresS17 used to establish the preferential locations for efficient mode-conversion of
magneto-acoustic waves.
9. Calculation of the Plasma Beta
With the signatures of Alfvén
shocks clearly present in the
data, consideration turns to
the origin of the Alfvén waves
forming these shocks. With
recent modeling indicating
that the generation of Alfvén
waves can be inhibited in
strongly
magnetic
photospheric regionsS87, other
mechanisms
must
be
considered to generate the
energetic waves capable of
forming the observed shocks.

Figure 9: Locations of mode conversion at various atmospheric heights. A stack of
IBIS Ca II 8542 Å spectral images that, from the bottom upwards, represent the
photosphere, lower chromosphere and upper chromosphere, respectively. Similarly, the
mode conversion regions, which are encapsulated within red contours, have been
calculated for optical depths of log (t500nm) = -2.0 (~ 250 km; where shocks are first
detectable), log (t500nm) = -3.0 (~ 450 km; more pronounced shock features) and log
(t500nm) = -5.0 (~ 1000 km; greatest temperature enhancements). It can be seen that the
mode conversion region expands laterally with atmospheric height, a consequence of the
expansion of the local magnetic fields and consistent with the trends depicted in Fig. S4.

𝛽=

The process of mode
conversion allows magnetoacoustic waves to efficiently
convert into Alfvén modes
when their characteristic
velocities, namely the sound
speed and the Alfvén
velocity, are equivalentS65,S88.
For observational data with
non-infinite resolution, the
locations where the
characteristic velocities are
equivalent can be closely
mapped to the plasma-b = 1
regionS89, which can be easily
derived from the data
products present for this
study. The plasma-b is
defined as the ratio between
the plasma gas pressure and
the pressure of the magnetic
field, and can be derived from
the temperature of the
plasma (T) and the
magnitude of the magnetic
field (Btot) followingS48,

2𝜇P 𝑛R 𝑇𝑘U
,
(
𝐵VHV

where 𝜇P is the magnetic permeability, 𝑛R is the hydrogen number density and 𝑘U is the Boltzmann
constant. A time-averaged thermal map (including associated uncertainties) was created and
combined with the extrapolated chromospheric vector magnetic field maps to derive plasma-b ratios

for all locations within the field-of-view corresponding to the atmospheric heights that begin to first
demonstrate UF and Alfvén shock temperature enhancements from the background mean (log
(t500nm) ~ -2; 250 km; Fig. S8). It should be noted that the extrapolated magnetic fields, which define
the magnitude of the magnetic pressure, are computed at the same spatial sampling as the
SDO/HMI vector magnetograms (i.e., 0.''5 or 362.5 km per pixel). As a consequence, when the
plasma-b = 1 isocontours are traced on top of the higher resolution IBIS observations, a slight
‘coarseness' is visible (see, e.g., Fig. S9). The density employed is extracted from a sunspot model
atmosphere (model ‘M')S17, where nH » 6 x 1016 cm-3 represents the deepest layer of the solar
atmosphere where UFs and Alfvén shocks are detected. A large component of the outer umbra has
the plasma-b = 1 (see Fig. 1 in the main text), providing ideal locations for complex wave
interactions.
The use of a semi-empirical density model will naturally add a level of uncertainty to the computed
plasma-b maps. Employing a constant model ‘M' densityS17 across the entire umbra is likely to
under-estimate the real densities present towards the outer umbral boundary. As a consequence,
the diameters of the calculated plasma-b = 1 contours are likely to be too large (Figs. 1 & S9), since
an increase in the local density towards the outer umbral edge will act to boost the local gas pressure
and hence more quickly establish a plasma-b = 1 environment at smaller umbral radii. However, this
does not mitigate the implications surrounding the locations of the plasma-b = 1 contours, since they
will remain within the umbra, thus continuing to allow for an extended region where the mode
conversion of upwardly propagating magneto-acoustic umbral waves into Alfvén modes is possible.
Of course, not all of the magneto-acoustic waves incident on the plasma-b = 1 region are expected
to mode convert, since magneto-acoustic signals are observed to propagate beyond this layer and
into the transition region and coronaS90,S91. However, mode conversion in the plasma-b = 1 layer
provides an efficient mechanism for the creation of Alfvén waves that can subsequently dissipate
their energy through the process of shock heatingS92.
Pioneering workS61 has revealed that Alfvén shocks are likely to manifest in regions displaying a
large negative gradient in the local Alfvén speed. For the present dataset, we are able to map a twodimensional representation of the local Alfvén speed, cA, through the relation,
𝑐# =

𝐵VHV

A𝜇P 𝜌

,

where 𝜌 is the local plasma density. The magnitude of the magnetic field strength, 𝐵VHV , is extracted
from the magnetic field extrapolations synonymous with the atmospheric height where UFs and
Alfvén shocks first begin to manifest (~250 km; just above the umbral temperature minimum). The
plasma density, r ~ 104 kg m-3, is consistent with the hydrogen number density used above for the
deepest layer of the solar atmosphere where UFs and Alfvén shocks are detectedS17, thus remaining
consistent with the umbral environment promoting the initiation of mode converted Alfvén waves at
an atmospheric height of approximately 250 km. The density is kept constant throughout the fieldof-view for the purposes of calculating a two-dimensional map of the local Alfvén speeds (Fig. S10).
This density may be too low for the quiet Sun regions away from the umbra, thus overestimating the
Alfvén speeds in these locations. However, since the magnetic field strengths in these quiet Sun
locations are significantly reduced (when compared with the sunspot umbra), the resultant Alfvén
speed approaches zero irrespective of the density chosen. Importantly, in the umbra, where the
Alfvén shocks are occurring, this density value results in Alfvén speeds consistent with previously
determined values employing seismological approachesS93.
The computed Alfvén speeds are on the order of 22 km s-1 near the umbral core where the magnetic
field strengths are strongest, dropping to approximately 5 km s-1 towards the outer regions of the
penumbra (Fig. S10). The locations synonymous with the plasma-b =1 isocontours demonstrate

Alfvén
speeds
consistent
with
typical
chromospheric sound speeds, reiterating the
validity of an equipartition layer existing within
the outer umbral atmosphere. Importantly,
encapsulated within the plasma-b = 1
isocontours is a significant negative Alfvén
speed gradient, changing from ~16 km s-1 to ~10
km s-1 over the spatial extent of only a few
thousands of km. To spatially map the Alfvén
speed gradients present in the data, a twodimensional
Savitzky-GolayS94,S95
spatial
derivative filter was constructed and convolved
with the Alfvén speed map, providing a map of
the associated Alfvén speed gradients (Fig.
S10). The increase in the magnitude of the
(negative) Alfvén speed gradient is co-spatial
with the inner confines of the plasma-b = 1
boundary. Thus, a significant negative Alfvén
speed gradient, coupled with a co-spatial
plasma-b = 1 equipartition layer, provides the
idealized environment for magnetoacoustic-toAlfvén mode conversion and subsequent Alfvén
shock formation. Through inspection of the
shock-induced tangential Doppler velocities, we
provide, for the first time, evidence of localized
heating by Alfvén wave dissipation in the solar
chromosphere.
10. Summary of Alfvén Wave Calculations
In this work, we establish evidence that, for the
first time, details the mode conversion and
dissipation of Alfvén waves in the solar
chromosphere of a sunspot umbra. Initially,
while examining traditional umbral flash
Figure 10: Two-dimensional maps of the Alfvén speed
structuring in the vicinity of the sunspot.
signatures produced by active region NOAA
12146, a second population of shock signatures
(a) A two-dimensional representation of the Alfvén speed
was identified near the periphery of the
constructed for an atmospheric height of approximately 250 km
(where magneto-acoustic-to-Alfvén wave mode conversion first
umbral/penumbral
boundary.
This
new
manifests), where the colorbar indicates the local Alfvén speed in
population
demonstrated
both
blue
and
redkm s-1. (b) The spatial derivative of the Alfvén speed, where the
shifted Doppler velocities during the initial shock
dark-through-bright color scheme indicates negligible-tosignificant Alfvén speed gradients, as quantified by the colorbar
formation, with the velocities manifesting
in units of km s-1 Mm-1. Elevated negative Alfvén speed gradients
perpendicularly to the wave vector. These
are present within the confines of the plasma-b=1 isocontour (red
characteristics separate them from traditional
and green lines in the left and right panels, respectively). The
blue contour depicts the umbra--penumbra boundary established umbral flashes that only display blue-shifted
from the time-averaged IBIS spectral images.
signatures along the direction of the wave
vector. The signatures are the result of upwardly-propagating magneto-acoustic waves modeconverting into Alfvén waves, which are then subsequently able to form shock fronts (see Section
4).
Following the application of the CAISAR inversion routine on the Ca II 8542 Å spectral observations,
temperature fluctuations caused by the shocking Alfvén waves are first detectable at log (t500nm) ~ 2, corresponding to an atmospheric height of approximately 250 km above the umbral photosphere.

More pronounced fluctuations are visible at log (t500nm) ~ -3 (or 450 km above the photosphere),
with the largest temperature excursions (~6% rise) established for log (t500nm) ~ -5, which relates to
an atmospheric height of approximately 1000 km above the surface. Therefore, the column depth
where Alfvén shocks readily form spans the atmospheric heights of approximately 250 – 1100 km.
As a result, the mode conversion of magneto-acoustic waves into Alfvén modes must begin to occur
close to the base of the shocking zone. In order to calculate the plasma-b = 1 region, where mode
conversion processes are most efficient, temperatures (from the CAISAR inversions at log (t500nm)
~ -2), magnetic field strengths (from the non-linear force-free extrapolations at an atmospheric
height of approximately 250 km) and a hydrogen number density of nH » 6 x 1016 cm-3
(corresponding to r ~ 104 kg m-3 from a well-established sunspot umbral model atmosphere at log
(t500nm) ~ -2) were selected for the purposes of calculating maps of the local magnetic and plasma
pressure. The ratio between the two pressure maps provides a two-dimensional representation of
the plasma-b parameter, with the plasma-b = 1 region contoured in Figs. S10 & 1 of the main text.
It is within the plasma-b = 1 contours (at an optical depth of log (t500nm) ~ -2, or an atmospheric
height of approximately 250 km) where mode-conversion of magneto-acoustic modes into Alfvén
waves first begins to occur.
Once the magneto-acoustic waves mode-convert into Alfvén waves, they will continue to propagate
upwards along the magnetic field lines that become increasingly more inclined towards the edge of
the sunspot umbra. To accurately evaluate the Alfvén wave energy, EA, at the point where the Alfvén
waves first begin to shock, it is paramount to be able to identify the precise location where a plasma
shock forms. This identification is performed through analysis and thresholding of the running mean
subtracted IBIS time series (see Section 3). With the times and locations of initial Alfvén shocks
extracted from the data, the corresponding Ca II 8542 Å spectra were used with the non-LTE
NICOLE inversion code to deduce the plasma densities synonymous with the formation of Alfvén
shocks, where a density of
r = 3.57 ± 1.30 x 10-7 kg m-3 is found. When compared with empirical sunspot model atmospheres,
this density is consistent with the optical depths and atmospheric heights where peak Alfvén shock
induced temperature perturbations are found (-5.3 < log (t500nm) < -4.6, or 750 - 1100 km above the
photosphere).
To subsequently calculate the Alfvén wave energy, the computed density (r = 3.57 ± 1.30 x 10-7 kg
m-3) is combined with the measured velocity amplitude (v = 2.2 ± 0.6 km s-1) and the Alfvén speed
(cA = 6.2 ± 0.5 km s-1; extracted from the non-linear force-free extrapolations at an atmospheric
height of approximately 1000 km) synonymous with the optical depths (-5.3< log (t500nm) <-4.6)
demonstrating peak temperature enhancements. This provides an Alfvén wave energy estimate of
EA = 10.7 ± 5.7 kW m-2. This energy is substantially less than the 20 kW m-2 observed for upwardly
propagating magneto-acoustic waves generated in photospheric sunspot umbrae (see main text),
which highlights that only a portion of the incident magneto-acoustic waves will couple into Alfvén
waves (and subsequently shock) within the mode conversion layer.
Interestingly, a velocity amplitude, v = 2.2 ± 0.6 km s-1, combined with a local Alfvén speed, cA = 6.2
± 0.5 km s-1, provides an Alfvén Mach number of b = 0.35 ± 0.10 (see Section 4). While this may
initially suggest the presence of weakly non-linear effects, previous numerical simulations have
demonstrated that the continuous driving of Alfvén waves (and subsequent shocks) can actually
produce strong non-linear shocks at Alfvén Mach numbers of b ~ 0.20S61. This is a consequence of
the plasma at the front of the subsequent wave trains impacting into the post-shocked material, thus
enhancing the wave steepening and shock formation. Indeed, for the period, T ~ 180 s, of the
continuous waveforms ultimately producing Alfvén shocks (see Fig. S5), it has been foundS61 that
they can readily develop with velocity amplitudes on the order of 2.5 km s-1, which is consistent with
the velocity amplitudes established in the present study. Furthermore, when the period of the

underlying wave motion, T ~ 180 s, is coupled with the Alfvén speed synonymous with the outer
umbral regions, cA » 6.2 km s-1, it becomes possible to estimate the thickness, L, of the mode
conversion region where Alfvén shocks may be initiated as L = T cA » 1100 km. This thickness
estimation is of the same order as the optical depths, -5.3< log (t500nm) <-2.0 (or 250-1100 km above
the photosphere), over which Alfvén shocks are detected, highlighting the self-consistency of Alfvén
shock formations in the lower solar atmosphere.
As a verification step, it is useful to track the plasma-b = 1 isocontours across the atmospheric
heights (i.e., through the atmospheric thickness, L) where mode conversion and Alfvén shocks are
detected. Computation of the plasma-b = 1 isocontours at different optical depths corresponding to
log (t500nm) = -2.0 (~250 km; where shocks are first detectable), log (t500nm) = -3.0 (~450 km; more
pronounced shock features) and log (t500nm) = -5.0 (~1000 km; greatest shock temperature
enhancements), reveal a gradual expansion of the mode conversion region with atmospheric height
(Fig. S9). This is consistent with previous investigationsS10,S39 (see, also, Fig. S9) that identified an
increase in the number of plasma-b < 1 locations with atmospheric height. Importantly, the
contiguous coupling of plasma-b = 1 locations, as a function of atmospheric height, ensures that the
sunspot atmosphere under study exhibits ideal conditions for the mode conversion of magnetoacoustic waves into Alfvén modes. It must be noted that only the base plasma-b = 1 isocontour
(calculated for log (t500nm) = -2.0 or ~250 km) is displayed in Fig. 1 in the main text. This is due to
the fact that the base plasma-b = 1 isocontour is of the most significant importance, since the
position of this inside the umbral atmosphere re-affirms the commencement of mode conversion
between upwardly propagating umbral magneto-acoustic waves and their Alfvén mode
counterparts. As a result, we did not wish to detract from the importance of this crucial location within
the main text, while Fig. S9 now provides additional visual information for those wishing to further
understand the evolution of the plasma-b = 1 isocontours with atmospheric height.
11. Future Studies of Alfvén Shocks using A-Priori Knowledge
The sunspot described here presents a unique magnetic field configuration, whereby the plasma-b
= 1 region is co-located with the dark umbral perimeter. Here, magnetoacoustic-to-Alfvén mode
conversion, and subsequent energy deposition through the creation of Alfvén shocks, is clearly
visible when superimposed against the suppressed background emission of the sunspot umbra.
However, not all sunspots display similar positioning of the plasma-b = 1 region, with stronger
underlying sunspots pushing the equipartition layer towards its outer extremities as a result of the
increased magnetic pressureS48. Does this reduce the efficiency of the mode conversion and
subsequent Alfvén shock processes? Or does the enhanced emission towards the outer periphery
of the sunspot penumbra mask the signatures of Alfvén shocks due to the higher background
brightness? Furthermore, does the complexity of the umbral shape, enhanced through the presence
of light bridges, mixed polarities, non-potential magnetic fields, etc., affect the rate at which Alfvén
shocks can be generated? Finally, does the evolutionary timeframe of the sunspot contribute to the
effectiveness of mode conversion when forming Alfvén shocks? For example, does decaying flux,
synonymous with the final few days of a sunspot's lifetime, promote more structured magnetic field
topologies that increase the spatial extent over which Alfvén shocks can be formed? Or do sunspots
created during periods of heightened solar activity, which may naturally have elevated background
flux concentrationsS96, help suppress the generation of Alfvén shocks within the boundaries of the
active region due to the enhanced magnetic pressure?
To address these questions, future studies may employ full spectropolarimetric line profiles to
examine the small-scale magnetic fluctuations also expected to manifest in Alfvén shocksS60.
Inversion routines, applied to both photospheric and chromospheric spectra, will be able to better
link the magnetic fields supporting mode conversion, thereby improving our understanding of which
magnetic field topologies are required for efficient Alfvén shock dissipation. Furthermore, the
improved spectral resolution provided by slit-based spectrographs will allow the morphology of the

shocking plasma to be more thoroughly analysed through examination of spectral line widths (and
associated broadening), higher Doppler precision and complete flux emission estimates. A statistical
study, incorporating a vast number of umbrae across a complete solar cycle, will allow long-term
studies of the role Alfvén shocks play in supplying heat to the active region plasma to be conclusively
determined. Importantly, the results presented here are a pivotal turning point in our understanding
of shock heating from MHD waves in the solar atmosphere. However, this knowledge is directly
applicable to other fields of research, including laboratory plasma physicsS97 and high-energy
astrophysicsS98.
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